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Word-family map

mark's
marks
marked
marking

marked down
permanent marker
whiteboard marker

unmarked
remark
remarks
remarked
remarking
unremarkable

marker
markings
marked
markedly
remarkable
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form's
forms
formed
forming

uniform
deformed
nonconformist
conform
conforms
conformed
conforming
transform
transforms
transformed
transforming

form letter
school uniform
form-fitting

formation
transformation
conformist
transformer
uniformity
conformity
former
uniformly
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blind

blindfold
blindsided
go blind
vertical blinds
double-blind experiment

blinds
blindness
blindly
blindly

blinded
blinding

blind

blinds
blindness
blindly
blindly
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Engineers are trying to **figure** out how 3-D printing can be used to make finished objects and not just parts. (3-D printing)

something that represents a person or animal, like a statue or a toy (n)

She was standing on the coffee table in a long pink dress, turning slowly like a **figure** on a music box. (*Wimp of the world*)

**figure**

to think, understand, or solve (v)

"Well, Son, on my way home I saw your puppy running along the side of the road. I **figured** he had gotten out of his box somehow..." (The box in the barn)

**figure**

a written number (n)

Little Willy looked at the paper. There were so many **figures** and columns and numbers that he couldn't make any sense out of what he was looking at. (*Stone fox*)
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On returning to the palace, the queen sent for a messenger who was **sharp** of hearing and as keen of eye as a hawk. 
*(Rumpelstiltskin)*

quick to notice, hear, understand, or act (adj)

A hungry falcon soars high above Earth. Its **sharp** eyes scan the ground. 
*(Seeing eye to eye)*

Mark fell hard against the ground. Mark felt a **sharp** pain in his arm. 
*(Mark’s part)*

pointy or able to cut through things easily (adj)

strong and sudden (adj)

These snakes have **sharp** fangs. When they bite, venom flows from the fangs into the prey's body. 
*(Amazing snakes)*

From the top drawer he took out two wooden blocks, and holding one in each hand he hit them together. A **sharp**, loud clack rang out. 
*(Kaimishibai man)*